
RECEIVED 
Mr. E. Rosse Budil.ey, FOIA/PA Unit 
Criminal Division. 
Departeent of Justce 
Washington, D.U. 20530 	 FOI/CEK 2393 

Dear Mr. Buckley, 

 
FREE)CM 	ei.-3R!-4ATION 

CRIMINAL 31VIS:CH, 
The language in your 7/7/77 relating to my 6/8/77, n as to yoar statement that you 

were virtaully a Department employee is imappropriate, unbecoming, prejudicial and the 
reflection of a state of mind that has those Who. are supposed to enforce and uphold the 
law in the content role of law-breakers. For which, being the prosecutors, they naturally 
have immunity. 

I ask that you correct this woth another letter to the office of the DAG, to which 
from your letter I presume you sent this one. 

This is the kind of malicious creation off' false redords that then are circulated 
to others to create further prejudice, do further bars. Some I have obtained recently 
are overt and deliberate lies. Yours is just self.4ndulgence of a perterted sense of humor 
or the kind of kneOs and nails dirty-work that ii44 the necessary and honorable roll of 
federal atturney a bad name. In this case deservedly and not only becaus of this nastiness, 

Yesterday I was almost hospitalized. I am in no mood to put up with any more of this. 
I am asking for a record of every distribution of your letter of the 7th and of a record 
of a rectification being sent for simultaneous filing. (Is this not a right under PA, 
which you pretend I did not use?) 

between the unjustified delay in your response and the fragility of memory I do not 
redall exactly what I did tell you because some of it is delicate as it relates to others, 
not me.I an confident what I said is ttuthfula and unexaggerated. 

Correct me if I recall PA incorrectly, but I believe under it you may not charge the 
search fees you seek to assess. Correct me also is I am wrong in believing that the 
deeprtment's components, at one point or another and for one reason or another, have indexes 
at least for names on the Piss and Rosenberg cases and a central index of all names that 
the FBI keeps, with reference to file numbers. From this and any other work of which I 
do not have knowledge, given an intent to exercise due diligence in good faith I do not 
believe it is necessary to read each and every document. I have seen a couple of those 
that were filed in courts and I know there has to be innocent reference to me that becomes 
other than innocent through the mind set reflected in your first parapraph. Obviously I 
have no way of knowing the filing system. 

What do you mean "we construe your letter, also, to be a request for any records about 
yourself contained in the Criminal Division's file on thePelley- Mayne - Silver Shirts matter. 
My requests on these matters go back to 1975 and are without response or compliance. You 
scratch with another of those hams  in the description. The fact is that a clrrupt effort 
was made ti indict me in that matter and you omit my nPme in your description o the "matter." 
In every sence here also you create a less than honest and prejudicial record to influence 
the vast bureaucracy. There is no possibility of those fiPmaged by such abuses ever catchr- 
ing up with them all. 

This is not a new request of 6/8/77. It is covered by two prior requests under PA. end 
FOIA (and I think earlier correspondence with you). These go back to about 9/75 and were 
repeated several times into early 1976. I ask that you go over yours reqiuests, get the 
correct date and process in accord with that correct date. You say they are processed by 
date of receipt. I em not responshble for what happens to my requests once they are received 
and I do not accept any delay of a year end a hPlf, real or pretended, in their reaching 
your division or attention. 

There are exigent and unique circumstances. I would 
with such old requests. I await hearing further from you 
a full monthei,y-e-Ge,avoid that to which is this I object 

0.4xtede, 

JUL 12 10 33 ;11-1 '77 

Rt. 12, Frederick, Md. 21701 
7/8/77 

hope not to have to invoke then 
and I do hopp it takes less than 

. Aincerelyi Harold Weis'terg 

qyi  ,Liette(L 


